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What is NEM Paired Storage (NEMPS)?
•

Net Energy Metering Paired Storage (NEMPS) is a special provision in Schedule NEM and
Schedule NEM2 to add Battery Storage to a NEM-eligiblefacility.

•

NEMPS is a rate adder, not an otherwise applicable rate schedule (OAS).

Brief Description on the Difference Between NEM and NEMPS
•

With NEM, all exports from your generator that are sent back to the PG&E grid receive retail
(NEM) credits.

•

With NEMPS, since a storage device is present, only the exports that are attributed to
renewable portion of the system (e.g. the solar portion) receive NEM credit.
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Receiving Detail of Bills (DOB)
•

In addition to the Monthly Energy Statements (“Blue” Bill) that you receive from PG&E, all NEM-PS
customers will receive a “Detail of Bill” (DOB) that provides in-depth information regarding how your
bill was calculated.

•

Some tables on the DOB will differ depending on if there is an NGOM present or not
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Receiving Detail of Bills (DOB)
All residential solar customers pay Minimum Delivery Charges. These
are due monthly and appear on the energy Statement.

The sum of “Current Unbilled” amounts represent your current month’s
energy charge or credit:
($62.05) + ($-45.88) + ($28.70) = $44.87
The sum of “Total Unbilled” amounts represent your year to date
energy charge or credit, and includes the current month:
($266.46) + ($-197.89) + ($70.92) = $139.49
Note: Non-Bypassable charges are handled differently from generation
credits/charges because they cannot be reduced by solar credits, but
they must also be paid.

The Current and Total charges can also be
found on page two in the True-Up History
Summary.
IMPORTANT: Customers are advised to monthly review both their Total Unbilled Non-Generation Credits/Charges and their Total Unbilled
Non-Bypassable Charges. These charges are reconciled at the Annual True-Up, so any positive values would be due at that time.
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Receiving Detail of Bills (DOB)—First Page (V.2)
•

Depending on your energy service provider, the first page may be slightly different. However, all the
calculations are the same:
 The customer is responsible for paying $10.49
 “Current” Amounts: $6.38
 “Total” Amounts (Year-to-Date): $-17.19
 Reminder: These charges, including the Non-Bypassable Charges are reconciled at the Annual
True-Up, so any positive values would be due at that time.
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Determining eligible NEM credits (Background)
•

Battery Storage energy exports do not get NEM credits for energy which was originally charged
from the grid.

•

Battery Storage systems sized greater than 10 kilo-watts (kW) (AC Nameplate) require the
installation of a “Net Generation Output Meter” (NGOM) ahead of renewable portion of the
generator (e.g. solar inverter) in addition to your existing PG&E electric meter. The comparison
between the NGOM meter and the existing PG&E electric meter help calculate how much of the
energy a NEMPS customer exports to the grid should receive NEM credits.

•

For Battery Storage systems that are sized up to 10kW, PG&E offers an alternative estimation
method in lieu of installing an expensive NGOM. The estimation methodology will determine the
total possible production of the renewable portion of the system. It is calculated using the CSI EPBB
calculator (CSI Standard PVI calculator) with high efficiency PV Panels and Inverter in the
customer’s climate zone.
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Bill Example (Estimation Methodology)

•

To understand how much of the exports received NEM credits that could be used to offset power drawn
from the PG&E grid, locate the table titled “PAIRED STORAGE: MAXIMUM EXPORT ESTIMATION” as
shown above

•

Using this example, reading from left-to-right, the NEM-PS system had the following result:
1. “EXPORTED TO THE GRID”: The NEM-PS exported a total of -800 kilo-watt-hours (kWh) to the
PG&E grid. Note: the value is purposely negative for summing purposes.
2. “ESTIMATED PV GENERATION”: Via the EPBB calculator, the NEM-PS system could only export a
maximum of -519kWh of renewable energy. Note: the estimation uses very high efficiency PV panels
and inverter.
3. “GENERATION ELIGIBLE FOR CREDIT”: Although the PG&E meter shows exports of -800kWh, only
-519kWh are eligible to receive NEM credits.
4. “BILLED USAGE (kWh)”: The eligible NEM Credits are added with the value located in the “GRID
ELECTRICITY USAGE” column to offset usage, resulting in a reduced charge
o (-519 + 2,000 = 1,481)
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Bill Example (NGOM Installed)

•

To understand how much of the exports received NEM credits that could be used to offset power drawn
from the PG&E grid, locate the table titled “METERED EXPORT CALCULATION” as shown above

•

Using this example, reading from left-to-right, the NEM-PS system had the following result:
1. “EXPORTED TO THE GRID”: The NEM-PS exported a total of -30,000 kilo-watt-hours (kWh) to the
PG&E grid.
2. “METER GENERATION”: Unlike with the estimation methodology, the NGOM captures the total
exports from the renewable portion of NEM-PS system. In other words, the -10,000kWh is the actual
amount of renewable generation exported before it first offsets the customer’s own energy needs,
not after.
3. “GENERATION ELIGIBLE FOR CREDIT”: Although the PG&E meter shows exports of -30,000kWh,
only -10,000kWh are eligible to receive NEM credits.
4. “BILLED USAGE (kWh)”: The eligible NEM Credits are added with the value located in the “GRID
ELECTRICITY USAGE” column to offset usage, resulting in a reduced charge
o (-10,000 + 300,000 = 290,000)
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Resources
•

For more information about the estimation methodology, visit the following links:
o

NEM 1 (Schedule NEM) Tariff, Special Condition section titled “Estimation
Methodology For Small NEM Paired Storage”

o

NEM 2 (Schedule NEM2) Tariff, Special Condition section titled “Estimation
Methodology For Small NEM Paired Storage”
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